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A MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR.

D

ear Readers

Welcome to this Spring Edition of the LAKPA Newsletter – A lot

and we report on an event in December for Home haemo dialysis patients.

is happening in renal services both locally and nationally and

We also cover projects aimed at better blood pressure management which

this edition focuses on a number of projects which are aimed at
improving the lives of kidney patients. A major part of this is to
continue to highlight the importance of organ donation as the
most effective therapy in fighting kidney disease, particularly with
deemed consent legislation due to be enacted on 20 May 2020.

LAKPA is supporting financially, and one to ensure fistula bleeds can be
dealt with quickly and effectively
There are reports on the progress of the Luton unit relocation, on patient
transport issues and on a number of social and support events that took
place over the winter
As I write concerns about the impact of Coronavirus are still being worked

Do read the article by Dr Kate Flavin, who became Clinical Donation

through. The Newsletter therefore includes the standard advice as there

Champion for the Trust last October, on how she sees this role developing.

is currently no specific advice for kidney patients, but this is an evolving

There are also details of an exhibition on promoting living donation

situation so be alert for updates.

which Sandra Cruikshank is driving forward. This is particularly aimed
at communities where the need is great but which has traditionally seen
fewer volunteers.

I do hope you enjoy this edition of the LAKPA newsletter and that you find
it informative. If you have any comments on the contents, or suggestions of
topics you would like to see covered, please do not hesitate to contact me

On the national scene LAKPA is only one of a number of KPA’s across the

at ros.aird@ntlworld.com or by sending a note to Ros Aird c/o the Renal

country who are all affiliated to the National Kidney Federation (NKF) and,

Office at Lister Hospital.

the NKF have just appointed a Mark Davis as liaison officer – do read his
article for this Newsletter where he has described his vision for this new role.
On the dialysis front much is happening – there is a report on an initiative
to manage the impact of sudden onset kidney disease to give intensive
support as these individuals come to terms with this life changing event.
The number of patients opting for Home Therapies continues to increase

With very best wishes

Ros

Ros Aird
EDITOR

For any change in contact details please contact: Marcia Hamlin email: marciahamlin@talktalk.net or write to: Marcia Hamlin, Lister Area Kidney Patients Association,
49 Mandeville, Stevenage, Herts. SG2 8JJ / Please note the address for our Treasurer, Anthony Byrne, at 8 Elm Walk, Stevenage, Herts SG2 9UY
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Chairperson’s message.
A MESSAGE FROM YOUR CHAIRPERSON.

M

y best wishes to all LAKPA members and their

his new role as the Clinical Director for Renal services for

our members. Please feel free to contact me by e-mail or

families for a healthy and happy 2020. 2020 will

the Trust and we have already started discussions on both

phone and I would be delighted to hear from you

be a very important year for organ transplantation

challenges. Dr Suresh Mathavakkannan was our clinical

Best wishes.

in the UK because opt out arrangements will be

director for over seven years. It was a pleasure to work with

introduced in England from 20 May 2020 and in

him, I am most grateful to him for all he did to improve the

Scotland from autumn 2020. LAKPA is working

renal service and wish him well in his new role in the Trust. I

Chairperson

with others in providing information about the

am sure we can rely on his support when needed!

T 0208 952 1131

change in law locally; please see the article in this

The results of the annual patient survey for 2019, called

newsletter for details.

PREMs ( Patient Report Experience Measures) have been

Our main challenges at present are patient transport and the

published. There are a number of issues which the Trust

relocation of the Luton unit.We will continue to highlight the

needs to consider and I am pleased that Dr Praveen has

needs of patients and their families on both issues but have

invited LAKPA to discuss a plan of action to address these.

a long way to go before we are satisfied with the outcomes.

We will report further on these in the next newsletter.

I am very pleased to welcome Dr Praveen Jeevaratnam to

As a patient charity, we welcome ideas and support from

E kiritmodi1@hotmail.com

APPOINTMENT OF Dr PRAVEEN JEEVARATNAM RENAL CLINICAL DIRECTOR.

D

r Jeevaratnam is a Nephrologist who commenced

access intervention and maintenance for haemodialysis

his consultant post in 2013 at Lister Hospital East

patients, and has been running the renal access

North Herts NHS Trust (ENHT). His training was

multidisciplinary service at ENHT with the vascular team

across the pan North Thames renal training centres,

and interventional radiologists at ENHT.”

with a research degree in rare lysosomal storage

Dr Jeevaratnam said that he was proud and honoured to be

disorders completed at the UCL/Royal Free Hospital.

appointed to the post of Clinical Director and was looking

His clinical work encompasses haemodialysis, advanced

forward to building on the innovative and patient centred

kidney care, general nephrology and expertise is in renal

approach of Drs Mathavakkanan and Greenwood

A TRIBUTE TO TOM COSTELLO, FROM KIRIT MODI.

I

t is with great regret that I am informing you

not give up until he achieved success and raised

miss him. The link to the Memorial fund is:

that Tom Costello, a long standing member

significant amount of funds for LAKPA over many

https://www.caroltoalmemorialfund.org/

of the LAKPA Committee passed away on

years. Tom’s partner, Carol Toal, was a kidney patient

29 December 2019. Tom was passionate

at the Lister and Tom continued his support for

about supporting kidney patients; he was a

LAKPA after Carol passed away. Tom has set up the

professional photographer who was always

Carol Toal Memorial Fund whose aim is to improve

ready to take excellent photos for us.

the lives of kidney patients and their families served

Tom was full of new ideas on how to support kidney

by the Lister Hospital.

patients and to raise funds for LAKPA. He would

I greatly enjoyed working with Tom and we will all

Kirit Modi
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Article.
PROMOTING LIVING DONATION.
- ‘Walk with me’ project and exhibition.

L

iving donation is a wonderful gift and it is

To help address this Sandra Cruikshank, Clinical

but particularly our BAME groups. The intention is

generally known that living kidney transplants

Nurse Specialist lead on Chronic Kidney Disease has

that the thoughts, emotions and challenges of life

are the ‘gold standard’, allowing donor and

been awarded some funding to create a moveable

during the living donor process will be captured

recipient to be carefully matched before

photographic exhibition that will tell the story of

through imagery and quotations. She hopes that it

transplantation and for the operation to be

kidney donors and their recipients before, during and

will prompt discussion and debate and encourage

planned in advance. However there is a real

after living transplantation.

those that are interested in living donation to make

shortage of potential donors and, although

The aim is to both increase the number of living

people of BAME background, compared to

donors and thus to gain evidence as to whether

those of white ethnicity, are at an increased

To ensure that any interest shown gets a speedy

something visual that tells a story, which individuals

risk of chronic kidney disease due to the high

response there will be active monitoring of the rate

can walk through at their own pace and with ease,

of living donor referrals following each exhibition.

prevalence of diabetes and hypertension in

delivered in a hospital, community and university

Part of the exhibition will include a QR scanning code

this group, they are less likely to receive a

setting can improve living donation rates.

that links directly into a generic enquiry account

Through both photographs and narrative she is

which will be accessed daily and quickly followed up.

looking to increase the opportunity of access to living

To provide the material for the exhibition Sandra has

kidney donor transplantation where it may be limited

identified 12 couples from various social, religious

by ethnic background, culture and socio economic

and ethnic backgrounds who have been through, or

circumstances.

Photography is a powerful and

are currently going through the living donor process.

impactful medium, it enhances our ability to identify

They are all keen to raise awareness around the

with and imagine someone else’s point of view. It

positive impact of living donation. Their relationships

can also influence our capacity to empathise, affects

range from being siblings, parents, partners, cousins

our motivation to help others and help us connect

and friends. Some are overseas donors and one is

with people. It is for these reasons that this format

a single parent. Their stories are far reaching, and

has been chosen as Sandra and her team feel that a

this, coupled with photographs, will capture the very

moveable photographic exhibition would be a novel

positive and life changing aspect of living donation,

and engaging way to help address the shortage of

thus encouraging others to consider this step.

living donor transplant.

Sandra Cruikshank.

living donors, and raise awareness amongst all groups

the first steps of enquiry.

The exhibition will initially be held where there are
larger BAME communities, specifically the Luton and
Bedford area and, being portable, this means that it
can engage people of all ages.
The exhibition will be held initially in hospitals in
Luton and Bedford and then will expand to include
community events, local schools, colleges and
universities. Following this the exhibition will then
move to Princess Alexandra Hospital in Harlow then
on to St Albans and Lister. Sandra is planning for
the exhibition to open in May to coincide with the

Deemed concent
exhibition at Stevenage.

Deemed concent
exhibition at Stevenage.

‘deemed consent’ legislation coming into force on
24th May 2020. Be sure to look out for it in your area.
Author : Sandra Cruikshank.
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Article.
THE ROLE OF CLINICAL LEAD FOR ORGAN
DONATION - AND WHAT IT MEANS TO ME.

D

OPT OUT
ARRANGEMENTS.
Start From - 20 May 2020
In England.

W

r Kate Flavin was appointed to the post of

combination with that afforded during my time at the Royal

Consultant in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care

Free training in anaesthesia for liver and pancreatic surgery

medicine to the East and North Hertfordshire

and liver transplantation, and caring for transplant recipients

England from Wednesday 20 May 2020

Hospital Trust in April 2018 and took on the role

post-operatively within the intensive care environment has

following the change in law agreed by

of Clinical Donation Champion in October 2019.

given me a unique insight into all sides of this exciting,

Parliament last year. The main change is :

Dr Flavin did her initial training at Nottingham

challenging and rewarding process.

All adults in England will be considered to

Medical School followed by foundation training in

I am fortunate to have developed a good working

have agreed to be an organ donor when they

Bristol and specialist training in Anaesthesia and

relationship with the embedded Specialist Nurses for Organ

die unless they have registered a decision

Intensive Care Medicine in North Central London.

Donation (SNODs), and am excited to be in a position to

not to donate. We believe that this is a

We are fortunate to have such an enthusiastic and

work closely with these dedicated ladies. I wholeheartedly

milestone in organ donation and will lead to

highly qualified champion for organ donation, as

support the move towards deemed consent, and am

more people donating their organs. LAKPA

enjoying the chance to work within the local Organ

is working closely with David Brewer, Head

Donation Committee, wider NHSBT community and the

of Engagement at the Trust, in informing the

local population including LAKPA to deliver the ‘Taking

community served by the Lister Hospital of this

Organ Transplantation to 2020’ strategy at the trust level.

important change. In the next few months our

I am committed to minimising the number of missed

plan is as follows:

potential donors (to zero!).

13 June 2020 : Hitchin Health & Awareness
Day: we will have a stand at this annual event.

so many kidney patients have had their quality of
life transformed by receiving a transplant. We look
forward to her continuing support as we move
into an era where ‘deemed consent’ has become
law. She talks here about what the role of Organ
Donation Champion means to her .

I am keen to develop a local study and simulation day

e are very pleased that the new

arrangements for opt out will start in

The Clinical Lead for Organ Donation (CLOD) role was

for senior trainees surrounding the process of confirming

introduced in 2008 as a ‘Clinical Donation Champion’ to

death and communication with families, as well as care of

facilitate all parts of the NHS to embrace organ donation

the organ donor on the ICU and in theatres. I personally

as a usual event. Their introduction and collaboration with

found this area of critical care was taught less well, and

7 Sept. 2020 : Organ Donation Week: we will
support our Organ Donation Committee in the

benefited hugely from the Deceased Donation course. I

stand they will set up at the Lister Hospital.

feel that education will spark enthusiasm and improve

Internal news for all Trust staff: we will

understanding and engagement from trainees caring for

support David in getting information to all

potential organ donors.

staff working in the Trust Publicity : we will

Author : Dr Kate Flavin : Consultant in
Anaesthesia & Intensive Care Medicine.

work with the Trust in getting publicity through

the Specialist Nurses in Organ Donation (SNODs), with the
support of Organ Donation Committees, meant that the
number of families approached to consider donation rose
considerably over the subsequent five years. The CLOD role
is traditionally taken up by a consultant in Intensive Care
Medicine and involves providing clinical leadership within

Summer 2020 : LAKPA will organise a stand
at the Trust’s AGM. Date TBC.

local press, radio and social media.

the hospital to champion and promote the value of organ

WE NEED YOUR HELP : This work will be

donation. The goal is to maximise donation potential,

done by many volunteers, patients, carers,

by minimising missed opportunities in donation and by

hospital staff. If you are able to help please

implementing the recommendations of national guidelines

do let us know. You will be most welcome!

across the whole hospital.

Secondly, we would like to get this message
to those working in large local organisations.

I became interested in the facilitation of organ donation

If you have contacts in such organisations,

during the latter half of my specialist training, particularly

please let us know. We would be happy to

within the neurosurgical and trauma intensive care settings.

support a meeting held at their offices and

I sought to explore this area and further my knowledge and

talk about the change in law.

practice by attending the first NHSBT Deceased Donation
course in November 2016. I feel that this experience, in

Dr Kate Flavin

Author : Kirit Modi
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Events.
BOWLING.

A

small group of Renal Young Adults met

The evening was a great success and hopefully the

these activities please contact Mandy, the Young

up for the first time in November 2019. An

first of many evenings together. The hope for the

Adult worker with the Renal Support Team for more

evening of bowling was set up by the Renal

future will be to set up a regular meeting place

information on 01438 284957.

Support Team and funded by LAKPA to give the

where they can come along, join in with activities,

Young Adults an opportunity to meet, make

build relationships and access support. If you or

new friends and offer each other support.

someone you know is interested in taking part in

COTTERED VOICES MUSICALS EVENING.

A

t the very end of the wettest February

of Music, Oliver to name but three of many

evening. Alison Danbury-Lee, who many of you

on record Cottered Voices’ Musicals evening

familiar examples.

know as our renal social worker, was instrumental

was the perfect antidote to the gloom.

The singing and musical accompaniment were

in organising the event and proceeds of £800 were

Over the course of the evening the audience

outstanding and the atmosphere so happy and

donated to LAKPA. Many thanks to Alison and her

were entertained with songs from many

welcoming that those of us, LAKPA members and

team at Cottered Voices

popular musicals – West Side Story, Sound

hospital staff, who attended had a really lovely
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Events/News.
Article.
LAKPA THANKS LUTON BUSINESSMEN FOR THEIR SUPPORT.

A

group of Asian businessmen in Luton and

Dunstable have been supporting LAKPA by
raising funds for us for many years. They keep
our collection boxes in their shops and these
are collected regularly by Keith Loud. We
estimate that over £50,000 has been raised
for us over the last 15 years.
A social get together to thank the businessmen was
arranged with the help of Ashok Shah on 17 February.
The photo shows the businessmen with Keith Loud,
Ashok Shah and Kirit Modi. We are most grateful to
the businessmen for their continued support.
Author : Kirit Modi.

UPDATE ON PATIENT TRANSPORT.

T

he consortia of Bedfordshire CCG, East &

EEAST has been looking at how to address this

the next few weeks EEAST will share updates and

North Herts CCG, Herts Valleys CCG and Luton

situation as a matter of priority. A number of options

progress with the consortia, LAKPA and the renal

CCG, with the East of England Ambulance

are being considered in how transport for patients

units. We will provide a summary and update in the

Service NHS Trust (EEAST), work closely

attending dialysis appointments can be differently

next newsletter.

together in reviewing the provision and

provisioned. From March 2020 EEAST is trialling

Author : Adrian Manning.

performance of the non-emergency patient

the implementation of a dedicated vehicle, assigned

transport service (NEPTS).

to East & North Herts CCG’s patients attending

Within the NEPTS service, journeys for patients

treatment at Harlow Hospital, Lister Hospital,

attending renal dialysis appointments are prioritised.

Princess Alexandra Hospital and St Albans Hospital

Through working with the Lister Area Kidney Patients

renal dialysis units. Transport is pre-planned, with

Association (LAKPA), we have established that some

a cohort of drivers specifically assigned to these

renal dialysis patients are experiencing delays with

journeys.

their transport bookings.

There are other initiatives under consideration. Over

I

am very concerned about the current transport

to date. We have arranged an urgent meeting on 15

service provided to renal patients. LAKPA

April 2020 with senior representatives to examine their

has initiated round table

meetings with

plans for improvement. We will, of course, inform you on

representatives of the Clinical Commissioning

the outcomes from this meeting. Also, our first LAKPA

Groups, East of England Ambulance service and

committee meeting is on 21 April 2020 and we will

the Trust for over a year.

discuss what further action we can take to resolve this

Whilst these have been useful, I am very disappointed

unacceptable situation.

that there has been little improvement to the service

Author : Kirit Modi.

Adrian Mann

ing.
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Article.
TRANSITION DIALYSIS UNIT.
- An Innovative approach to managing our Unplanned Starters.

S

tarting renal replacement therapy is a

vulnerable time for patients. In particular,
patients who start dialysis without any
preparation require psychosocial support
and education, to successfully manage the
transition into renal replacement therapy.
There are immediate medical needs, such as
adjusting of medications and diet, as well as
tailored prescription of renal replacement
therapy.
The transition dialysis unit (TDU) which was set up in
November 2019 is a two stationed area within the
dialysis unit at the Lister hospital. It is designed for
unplanned dialysis starters as they transition onto
renal replacement therapy.

so they are able to make informed decisions about

team over the 4 week period to ensure that

their treatments and future.

patients are not overwhelmed, have time to absorb

It is recognised that focused multidisciplinary care
for unplanned dialysis starters has the potential to
achieve cost savings by reducing inpatient hospital
stay during this critical time (Sharma). The delivery
of multidisciplinary care under “one roof” has the
potential for healthcare staff to work more efficiently.
The TDU provides an approximate 4 week orientation
programme with a focus on education around
treatment options, diet, and medication alongside
emotional and social assessments and support.
Members of the multidisciplinary team [social
workers, advanced kidney care nurses, transplant
co-ordinates, pharmacists, and dietitians] alongside

the information, request more input and for any
interventions for example social input to take place. It
is our goal to equip our patients with the knowledge
about their condition so that they become confident
in actively participating in their treatment.
In the first 12 weeks of the TDU the data collection
and feedback from the patients indicates that this is
a welcome development. Our data so far shows an
excellent uptake for home-based therapies [3 out of
20 patients] as well early referral for transplantation.
All our patients benefit from early specialist services
input such as psychosocial support, medication
review and dietetic advice.

It is staffed by two experienced renal nurses, Sally

a Consultant [Dr Nina Gerdes/Dr Miriam Ball] deliver

Nina Gerdes, Consultant Nephrologist

Matugas, Senior Sr from the Lister haemodialysis unit

one to one education sessions with patients with

Sandra Cruickshank, Lead Chronic Kidney

and Darren Smith from Home Therapies. It is a new

information continuing to be reiterated by Sally and

Disease CNS

development, based on patient feedback to ensure

Darren over the patient’s time on TDU. These one

patients receive support, education, and information

to one sessions are planned by the multidisciplinary

THE LUTON RELOCATION.

R

egular readers will be aware that some

cover both the decision on location and on the tendering

months ago the Trust undertook a review of a

process. Having also undertaken a review of other potential

number of properties into which it was proposed

properties available, Kevin has asked that the tendering

to relocate the current renal dialysis held at

process be rerun and, if appropriate, expects to negotiate

Luton and Dunstable Hospital. The outcome of

the lease on behalf of the Trust should we revert back to

this review was to identify Scott Road as the

Scott Road.

preferred location. Planning has been approved

This review identified three other properties within the

and lease arrangements have been set although

correct demographic area, one of which is considered

not authorised to board level.

suitable. Kevin’s team will now carry out an adjudication

Kevin Howell has recently been appointed as Head of

between this and the Scotts Rd site which will include

Estates and Facilities for the Trust and, anxious to ensure

the true costs in terms of capital, rental and ongoing

value for money from the project, he carried out a review

maintenance. It is expected that this process will take

of the process and the outcome. This review was to

approximately six weeks. At the same time the feasibility of

8

Kevin Howell
achieving planning permission, should it be needed for the
alternative property, is being investigated. The opportunity
to tender will also be opened up to appropriate, less
specialised companies in a bid to reduce capital costs.
This work is now continuing apace and representatives of
LAKPA will continue as members of the Trust’s project group
for the relocation. A further, more detailed update will be
included in the next Newsletter.
Author : Kevin Howell

Article.
GET TO KNOW YOUR NUMBERS.
- Home blood pressure monitoring Dr Laura Ratcliffe.
Dr Laura Rad

cliffe

What is blood pressure?

Why is blood pressure important?

Blood pressure is the pressure of blood in the vessels

High blood pressure is called hypertension. High

medical conditions and age.

carrying blood from your heart to your brain and

blood pressure increases the risk of problems such as

examples of the blood pressure levels we aim for in

rest of the body. Blood pressure is measured with

heart attack, heart failure, stroke, vascular dementia,

the UK:

two numbers. The first number is called the systolic

and kidney disease. People with advanced kidney

pressure – this is the highest pressure when your

disease are also more likely to develop high blood

heart is pumping blood through your arteries. The

pressure.

second number is called the diastolic – this is the
lowest pressure when your heart is relaxing between
heart beats. An example reading is 127/62mmHg,
read as “127 over 62”.

			
					
PATIENT
GROUP.

This table shows

We try to lower high blood pressure to reduce the
risk of medical complications. We aim for different
“target levels” of blood pressure depending on

WHEN BLOOD PRESSURE IS 		
CHECKED IN CLINIC/HOSPITAL.

WHEN BLOOD PRESSURE
IS CHECKED AT HOME.

Under 80 years age		

Less than 140/90 mmHg

Less than 135/85 mmHg

Over 80 years age		

Less than 150/90 mmHg		

Less than 145/85 mmHg

Chronic kidney disease and diabetes

Less than 130/80 mmHg		

Less than 125/75 mmHg

High levels of protein leaking into urine

Less than 130/80 mmHg		

Less than 125/75 mmHg

How should blood pressure be measured?
Some people are anxious or stressed when a doctor

over 24 hours. It is important that blood pressure is

attending kidney clinics. With these monitors, we

or nurse checks their blood pressure, which can make

checked in the correct way, with a validated machine.

will be able to accurately identify patients with high

their blood pressure readings higher than it would

The British and Irish Hypertension Society have a leaflet

blood pressure, avoid treating people unnecessarily

be at home. Measuring your blood pressure at

online explaining how to check blood pressure properly

based on clinic readings alone, and try to personalise

home can give a more accurate picture of your blood

( https://bihsoc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/

blood pressure treatment plans for individual

pressure.

How_to_instructional_leaflet.pdf ) and a list of

patients.

monitors that are validated to give accurate readings

have any questions about your blood pressure and

(https://bihsoc.org/bp-monitors/for-home-use/).

whether you would benefit from blood pressure

There are two ways to measure blood pressure at
home. A home blood pressure monitoring diary can
be used to record blood pressures in the morning and

Exciting times ahead!

evening for at least 4 days. An ambulatory blood

LAKPA are generously funding the purchase of an

pressure monitor is a small portable blood pressure

ambulatory blood pressure monitor and 12 home

monitor connected to a blood pressure cuff. The

blood pressure monitors. These monitors will be a

monitor automatically takes blood pressure readings

fantastic resource for patients on dialysis and

Please talk to your Consultant if you

monitoring at home.
Author : Laura Radcliffe.
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Article.
DEVELOPMENTS AT THE NATIONAL KIDNEY FEDERATION.

A

s many of you will know LAKPA is part of the

policy makers are aware of renal issues. This has

events held across England attended by renal teams,

National Kidney Federation, one of 50 such

resulted in the publication of a number of manifestos

commissioners and patient charity representatives.

associations across the country. The National

for change on Dialysis, Living Donation and BAME

There would also be teleconferences with the aim

Kidney Federation (NKF) was founded in 1979

issues.

of setting up a patient engagement programme via

to fulfil a need for a national organisation for
the voice of kidney patients and to address
a sense that, nationally, renal services were
under resourced and overstretched. It is the
only National Renal Charity run by kidney
patients for the benefit of kidney patients.
Kirit Modi was Chairman of the NKF for
a number of years and is now one of its
Honorary Vice-Presidents.
In recognition of the fact that kidney patients and their
carers have a difficult path to tread and can become
overwhelmed by the demands of managing their
condition and maintaining an interesting life outside
their condition, the NKF realised that it needed to
provide more effective liaison systems. A new post of
Liaison Officer was therefore established and the NKF
appointed Mark Davis, a kidney patient who has wide
experience of working both with the NKF nationally
and his own local KPA in North Staffordshire and
South Cheshire. In February Mark came to speak at
the LAKPA Committee meeting to explain his new role
and how he saw his work developing.

Running national patient support services :
• Information for patients, carers and
medical professionals on the NKF website
• Free kidney patient helpline during office
hours the number is 0800 169 09 36
• 200+ patient information leaflets
• Annual conference for patients and carers

themes are emerging:
• Access to transplantation
• Haemodialysis vascular access
• Access to home dialysis therapies
• Transport
• Shared Decision Making
• Access to Psychological and Social Work

• Kidney Life magazine free to over 11,000

support

kidney patients 4 times a year.
• “In touch” Newsletter every month to
5,000 patients, carers and medical staff.

Mark concluded by reiterating how much he was
looking forward to developing his new role, with all the
challenges that implied, but he made a commitment
that his guiding principles throughout will be:

Since taking up the post in November Mark has visited
7 KPA’s, emailed and/or phoned all KPA Chairs, visited
half a dozen renal units, joined the Renal Association
Patient Council, has become a patient representative
on the National Renal Transformation programme,
attended a dialysis conference and assisted several
patients with information or signposted them to the

and ‘crash landed’ into renal failure in 2008. Having

most appropriate area for them to get help. This

spent over 3 years on dialysis he received a live donor

work will continue over the coming months as the job

transplant in 2012. He worked as NKF and Kidney

develops and feedback received can be incorporated

Care UK advocacy officer for the West Midlands

into its further development.

region for over 5 years, and then in local authority

Mark is passionate that there should be equality of

transport, all the while being actively involved in his

access across the country to good patient care and

local KPA. He was appointed Liaison Officer for the

support and gave examples of areas where there

NKF in November 2019. He went on to discuss the

is currently little or no renal social work or welfare

NKF which has 2 main roles:

rights support, along with the issues sometimes

treatment :

PREMS data. From the work so far a number of

• KPA day every April

Mark explained that he is an accountant by profession

Campaigning to improve renal provision and

questionnaires and including the results of the 2019

faced by kidney patients having to pay for their
prescriptions in England.

• Respecting patient and carer
confidentially at all times.
• As a renal patient himself maintaining
total empathy and understanding for
patients and carers.
• In evolving the role, key to success will be
joint working with KPA’s to get more
kidney patients and carers actively
involved in issues that affect us all.
Kirit thanked Mark for coming to explain his new
role.

He requested that the NKF should look into

arranging a meeting of KPAs of hospitals such as
Royal Free, Addenbrooks , Hammersmith and the
Lister so that we can learn from each other. He
offered him LAKPA’s full support and wished him
great success.
Author : Mark Davis

He was pleased to report that NHS England was

NKF has been working closely with the All Party

launching a National Renal Service Transformation

Parliamentary Kidney Group for many years to ensure

Programme (RSTP) which would start with 6 listening

Mark Davis
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NewsArticle.
and Events.
MANAGING FISTULA BLEEDS.

H

aemo dialysis patients who rely on a fistula

method of applying pressure to a bleed a ‘bottle top

will be aware of the dangers of uncontrolled

key ring’ has been developed and is available to

bleeding from their fistula and the urgency of

kidney patients who manage their access through

managing this type of occurrence. Whilst rare

a fistula. This is a small disc, similar in size to a

there have been instances of fatalities where

milk bottle top which can be used immediately to

bleeding has not been controlled in time and

apply pressure to a bleed. It has been designed so

the patient has died as a result.

that it can be attached to a keyring and so can be

Those who receive the Kidney Care UK Newsletter

instantly available as bleeds can happen even when

may have seen a feature in the November edition

the patient is not dialysing. A number of these bottle

entitled ‘Put a lid on it’. This describes an initiative

top key rings have been distributed to patients within

by the British Renal Society (BRS and the Vascular

the LAKPA area but if you are using fistula access and

It must be stressed that if an uncontrolled bleed from

Access Society of Great Britain (VASBI) to ensure that

do not have one then contact your renal unit who will

the fistula does occur, the first priority is to summon

fistula patients have the means immediately at hand

advise you further.

help by dialling 999. However, in occurrences such as

to deal with an uncontrolled bleed. They have worked

Staff in the units have issued fistula and graft patients

these where blood loss will be rapid and potentially

together to compile a set of recommendations for

with a little card (credit card size) stating actions to

fatal, it is vital to work to stem the flow while waiting

the prevention and management of these potentially

take in the event of a fistula bleed. This was also a

for help to arrive by applying pressure on the bleed.

catastrophic events and to find a practical solution.

recommendation from BRS / VASBI. Any patient can

Do this by following the instructions for your bottle

To ensure that patients always have an appropriate

obtain a replacement card from their dialysis unit.

top key ring.

Author : Jo Emery.

HOME HAEMODIALYSIS.

F

- Home Therapies Patient Engagement Day.

or kidney patients on haemodialysis the

The whole afternoon was planned to be informative

in Hertfordshire, highlighting the support available

opportunity to carry this out at home is

whilst being both informal and interactive. The

for friends and relatives who play such an important

liberating and life changing – and means

session kicked off with an introduction by Dr Enric

role in supporting loved ones through kidney disease.

that dialysis can be planned to fit in better

Vilar and set out the structure of the HHD team,

Finally Ros Aird outlined the role of LAKPA (Lister

with their lifestyle rather than the other

This was followed by Pedro Martins, the Home

Area Kidney Patients Association) a charity devoted

way round. However for those concerned,

Haemodialysis Manager talking about the treatment

despite the much appreciated support of the

to supporting kidney patients across the area.

options available and the support that was available

home therapies team, it can feel quite lonely

during and after training.

and, particularly for carers, the feelings of

The afternoon was structured so that there was
an informal atmosphere throughout and ample

Most importantly he also covered managing holidays

opportunity for questions and feedback both in the

whilst continuing to dialyse which is so important in

formal part of the meeting and during individual

maintaining morale in both patients and carers. Dr

discussions over tea and cake.

Vilar then talked about caring for fistulas and lines

Comments from those attending were very positive

– vital for continued trouble free dialysis. There were

and the Home Therapies team are planning to

Engagement Afternoon’ which was held in December

also sessions on managing diets from Zoe Ramsey,

continue with this annual event along with a similar

last year. All home HD patients from across the

one of the renal dieticians, as well as information

one for Peritoneal Dialysis patients.

area were invited and over 20 patients and carers

on renal support services and the peer support

attended this most enjoyable event which was held

programme from Alison Danbury-Lee of the renal

at the Stevenage Football Club’s conference room.

social work team and from Jodie Deards from Carers

responsibility can weigh heavily.
Knowing that in such situations opportunities to talk
to others in a similar position, and to chat informally
to clinical and support staff, is really beneficial
the Home Therapies Unit organised a ‘Patient

Author: Pedro Martins
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Important Information.
CORONAVIRUS.
As we go to press the advice on Coronavirus is currently no different
for kidney patients as for the general public. The advice on the NHS
website stresses that strict hand hygiene is key - wash your hands
with soap and water often – do this for at least 20 seconds

• Always wash your hands when you get home or into work.
• Use hand sanitiser gel if soap and water are not available.
• Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands)
when you cough or sneeze.

RENAL ASSOCIATION AND KIDNEY CARE UK ADVICE :
https://www.kidneycareuk.org/news-and-campaigns/
coronavirus-advice
PUBLIC ADVICE :
www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-information
-for-the-public
www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19

• Put used tissues in the bin straight away and wash your hands afterwards.
• Try to avoid close contact with people who are unwell.
• Do not touch your eyes, nose or mouth if your hands are not clean.
The websites below will provide up to date information on dealing with
Coronovirus.

As this is a rapidly developing situation the advice
is likely to change frequently. You are advised to
check current advice at regular intervals.

WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION ADVICE :
www.who.int.news-room/q-a-details/q-a-coronaviruses
TRAVEL ADVICE:
www.gov.uk/guidance/travel-advice-novel-coronavirus
https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/news/499/novel-coronavirus-covid
-19-general-advice-for-travellers

www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/common-questions/

KPA DAY

.
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(Including AGM and Council Meeting)

d
i
v
o
C
due to

Please come and join us, the event is free to attend with speakers
throughout the day. Refreshments and lunch included.

d
e
l
l
e
c
Can

email : NKF@kidney.org.uk or call 01909 544999 to register your attendance
MEETING TAKING PLACE AT RADISSON BLU HOTEL, EAST MIDLANDS AIRPORT

Saturday 4th April 2020
10.30am until 4pm Registration open from 10.15am
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Recipe.
CARROT AND GINGER SOUP.
INGREDIENTS
As we look forward to warm days

1 medium onion

returning, here is a comforting soup for

3 large carrots peeled

those cold spring days

2 sticks celery

that our unpredictable climate will surely
still throw at us.
This soup has been checked over by the
renal dieticians, however for those on a
fluid restricted diet
this should be counted as part of the

small piece of root ginger peeled
1 clove garlic
2 chicken or vegetable low salt stock cubes
(dissolved in 1 litre of boiling water)
1 bay leaf

daily allowance.

1 teaspoon chopped fresh thyme

METHOD

1 tblsp olive oil

1. Peel onion and garlic and roughly chop. Wash
and roughly chop the celery.

4. Chop the ginger finely and add to the

5. Remove the bay leaf and using a liquidiser

ingredients in the pan along with the bay leaf

or food processor, blend the soup until smooth.

2. Heat the oil in a heavy based large saucepan,
add the onion, garlic and celery and fry gently
without browning for 2-3 minutes.

and thyme. Season with pepper. Put a lid on the
pan and let the soup simmer for 30 -40 minutes,
or until the vegetables are cooked.

6. Serve hot garnished with a sprig of fresh
thyme and a spoonful of cream

3. Chop the carrots roughly and add 1 litre of
water and the stock cube into the pan.

COMMITTEE CHRISTMAS DINNER.
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Your Committee.
YOUR COMMITTEE 2019.

Kirit Modi.
CHAIRMAN &
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Kirit Modi
22 Chestnut Avenue
Edgware
Middx
HA8 7RA
0208 952 1131
kiritmodi1@hotmail.com
VICE CHAIRMAN
Fiona Loud
37 Rosemary Drive
Napsbury Park
St Albans Herts
AL2 1UD
(01727) 823488
fiona.loud@live.co.uk

Anthony Byrne.

Fiona Loud.

TREASURER
Anthony Byrne
8 Elm Walk, Stevenage
Herts SG2 9UY
(01438) 224359 / 07941765599
anthonybyrne888@gmail.com
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Marcia Hamlin
49 Mandeville, Stevenage,
SG2 8JJ
07791 101140
marciahamlin@talktalk.net

Marcia Hamlin.

Peter Surridge.

MINUTE SECRETARY &
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Ros Aird

RENAL MANAGEMENT TEAM:
Dr Praveen Jeevaratnam
Dr Roger Greenwood

LISTER UNIT REPRESENTATIVE:
Andrew Bullen

TRUST MANAGEMENT LIAISON
Kevin Howell

BEDFORD UNIT REPRESENTATIVES:
Patricia Fowler/ Tarsem Paul

LEAD CLINICAL COUNSELLOR
Maria Da Silva-Gane

HARLOW UNIT REPRESENTATIVE:
(interim) Peter Surridge

LUTON COLLECTION BOXES
Keith Loud

LUTON UNIT REPRESENTATIVE:
Anthony Heath

ST ALBANS UNIT REPRESENTATIVE:
SECRETARY
VACANCY
Peter Surridge
07808 169908
peter.surridge@afp-partnership.co.uk

COMMITTEE WITHOUT PORTFOLIO
Sandra Byrne / Seema Dahad

DRUGSTARS UPDATE / WE GET DONATIONS.
DrugStars is a new award winning and

survey, where they asked almost 1,700 users of

The app is free and can be downloaded here:

scientifically validated App, which makes it

the app about the changes users have experienced

https://drugstars.onelink.me/FN6p/Lakpa

even more meaningful for patients to take

since they started using the app.

Author : Peter Surridge.

their medications.

The numbers speak for themselves! So here’s an

We get donations, but YOU also get something out

invitation from The Lister Area Kidney Patients

of using DrugStars!

Association to all of you to download and use

Below you can see the results of DrugStars’ latest

DrugStars - for the benefit of both us and you!

Of 1,685users with over 60 days experience:
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• 51% experienced an improved attitude to their medications

• 79% experienced an improvement in remembering to take medicines as prescribed

• 49% improved their understanding of their medications

• 75% experienced an improvement in taking their medications as prescribed

• 46%experienced an improved quality of life after just 60 days

• 57% felt an improvement in being able to take care of themselves

• 44% felt an improvement in their general health

• 69%felt an increased motivation to take their medicines

• 35%felt the effect of their medication improved

Application For Membership.
CUT HERE

FREE TO JOIN – WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
REGISTRATION FORM.
Please COMPLETE AND RETURN to: Marcia Hamlin, Lister Area Kidney Patients Association, 49 Mandeville, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 8JJ
Alternatively please hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Bedford, Harlow, Luton & Dunstable or St Albans
or to the LAKPA liaison persons for the units.

.
Y
L
R
A
E
L
C
E
T
I
R
W
E
S
A
E
L
P

TITLE / NAME
ADDRESS

COUNTY					

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE 				

EMAIL

If you are one of the following please tick box:
A Carer

A Patient

A member of renal staff

Relative of renal patient/carer

Friend of patient/carer

		

If you are a Kidney patent please answer the next two questions:
i) Type of patient

(please tick which applies to you)		

(ii) Where do you go for treatment

Haemodialysis at hospital

Transplant recipient

Lister

St Albans

Haemodialysis at home

Pre-transplant/dialysis

Luton

Harlow

Peritoneal Dialysis (PD)

Other

Bedford

To comply with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), which came into force on 25th May 2018, LAKPA requires your explicit
consent to contact you.
N.B. We won’t be able to send you a Newsletter unless you tick the box : I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by post.
I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by post 			
			
I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by telephone			
		

I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by email			
			
I consent to receiving Fundraising items in the LAKPA Newsletter
( Such as draw tickets. )

I understand that my data will be held on a computer file by LAKPA, but is protected by the GDPR. My information will not be shared with any third
party, other than the companies that input data and distribute the LAKPA Newsletter. I also understand that LAKPA is a member of the National Kidney
Federation (NKF) and my information will be shared with the NKF , in order that I may receive the NKF magazine ‘Kidney Life’ and their raffle tickets, as
long as I have given consent to be contacted by post and to receiving fundraising material. I will notify LAKPA if I would prefer my information not to be
shared with the NKF. This consent is valid for five years and should I wish to opt out at any time I will inform LAKPA in writing. Thank you.

SIGNATURE			

				

Should you wish to make a donation to LAKPA please visit our 		

CUT HERE

LISTER UNIT
Andrew Bullen.
01462 685 956
abullen45@gmail.com

HARLOW UNIT
Peter Surridge.

LUTON UNIT
Tony Heath.

07808 169 908

01582 271 424

peter.surridge@afp-partnership.co.uk. claudette.tony@hotmail.co.uk

DATE

page on our website www.lakpa.org

BEDFORD UNIT
Tarsem Paul.

ST ALBANS UNIT
VACANCY

07840 623 672
tarsempaul708@gmail.com

PLEASE SEND ANY DONATION WITH THIS FORM TO THE ADDRESS OVER LEAF, IN AN ENVELOPE, ALTERNATIVELY FOLD PAGE IN HALF AND TAPE AT THE TOP
You can also hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Luton & Dunstable, Bedford, Harlow, or St Albans. Reg Charity no: 1008961
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LISTER AREA
KIDNEY PATIENTS
ASSOCIATION

PLACE
A STAMP
HERE

Supporting kidney patients

Marcia Hamlin,
Lister Area Kidney Patients Association,
49 Mandeville,
Stevenage,
Herts, SG2 8JJ

FOLD HERE

FOLD HERE

PLEASE SEND ANY DONATION WITH THIS FORM TO THE ADDRESS OVERLEAF, IN AN ENVELOPE,
ALTERNATIVELY FOLD PAGE IN HALF AND TAPE AT THE TOP.
You can also hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Luton & Dunstable, Harlow, Bedford or St Albans. Reg Charity no: 1008961

